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The spectral response of the trumpet varies dramatically depending on its performed
pitch and dynamic. The shape of a spectrum can be measured in terms of its spectral
centroid, which is closely related to subjective brightness. We observe that trumpet
spectra with the same centroid have similar spectral shapes regardless of their pitches.
Based on a training set of 15 trumpet tones, a family of spectral envelopes has been
created, each formed by averaging spectra with similar centroid values. For synthesis, a
source spectrum is first sampled from the highest centroid spectral envelope. The re-
maining spectral envelopes are approximated by means of a variable low-pass filter. For
each note produced, the filter is swept according to a time-varying centroid. Amplitude
and frequency control functions are also matched. The result is a method that efficiently
synthesizes convincing trumpet tones across the instrument's pitch and dynamic ranges
using a wavetable and a centroid-controlled filter.

0 INTRODUCTION a particular instrument.
The spectral centroid is a measure of timbral bright-

The trumpet's spectral response varies as a function ness and provides a good indication of wind instrument
of each tone's pitch and amplitude. Composers and syn- spectra [5]. Intuitively the spectral centroid is the fre-
thesizer designers want instrument models that effi- quency that splits a spectrum into two halves that balance
ciently produce these richly varied tones, each other. Thus a large centroid value indicates a bright

To synthesize realistic trumpet tones it is not sufficient spectrum, whereas a small centroid indicates a spectrum
to synthesize trumpetlike spectra; it is also necessary to less bright, or dull (mellow or dark). Fig. I illustrates
recreate realistic time-variant behavior of the spectra, the difference between these two types of spectra.
Several researchers have used time-varying additive syn- We define the time-varying spectral centroid through-
thesis successfully [1]-[3], and this has become a stan- out this paper as
dard technique, even though the number of control func-

tions required is quite excessive. In 1982 Beauchamp [4] [Z_=_l kak(t) ]
reported that musical instrument tones could be emulated fc_(t) = fa - 1] (1)with nonlinear-filter synthesis controlled by time- /_lak(t)

varying amplitude, fundamental frequency, and spectral

centroid ("brightness") functions analyzed from proto- where Nh_ is the number of harmonics, fa is the average
type musical instrument sounds. However, the accuracy fundamental frequency, and ak(t) is the amplitude enve-
of this model was limited by the fact that only one char- lope of the kth harmonic. The - 1 term in Eq. (1) effec-
acteristic spectrum was used to compute the model for tively shifts the spectrum to the left by the fundamental

frequency, ensuring that the minimum centroid value is
* Manuscript received 1995 February 27. zero, regardless of the fundamental frequency. We find
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this centroid definition useful for comparing centroids While, as is well known, the trumpet's spectral
of tones with different fundamental frequencies and will centroid increases with increasing amplitude, its peak
use it throughout the remainder of this paper, referring value, as shown in Fig. 4, remains relatively constant
to it simply as "centroid." Another definition we use is (at about 2000 Hz) over the instrument's pitch range.
the time-varying rms amplitude, This contrasts with the instrument's peak rms amplitude,

which increases with frequency (see Fig. 4). The relative

independenceof centroidand pitch suggeststhat they= _k=l · (2) spectral variations. Therefore we pursue a centroid-
ms(t) Nh_a2(t) should form a useful complementary pair in modeling

based, rather than amplitude-based, model in this paper.
Trumpet spectra with equal centroids usually have very Section 1 outlines the spectral envelope analysis and
similar spectral shapes. For example, Fig. 2 shows three synthesis model, which takes advantage of the strong
pairs of equal-centroid spectra taken from the attack and correspondence between centroid and spectral shape.
decay portions of a 588-Hz trumpet tone. The centroid This model extends Luce and Clark's spectral envelope
of the first pair is 500 Hz, of the second 1000 Hz, and of model and Beauchamp's nonlinear synthesis model us-

the third 1500 Hz. Although there are some differences lng multiple spectral envelopes to capture the response
between the two spectra of each equal-centroid pair, of the trumpet at different centroid levels, thus providing
they have very similar shapes. Since each pair contains full control over the dynamics of the trumpet. Section
spectral snapshots from completely different portions of 2 shows how we derive and control an efficient wave-

the tones, it is evident that centroid is a good predictor table and filter synthesis instrument that approximates
of spectral similarity, the basic spectral envelope model._ Section 3 presents

Moreover, spectra with the same centroid taken from and evaluates results generated by the wavetable and
different trumpet tones often have similar spectral filter implementation.
shapes, even when their fundamental frequencies are

different. For example, the two spectral envelopes I DYNAMIC SPECTRAL ENVELOPE MODEL
shown in Fig. 3 come from equal-centroid portions of

low- and midrange trumpet tones and have quite similar The spectral model proposed in this section uses a
spectral shapes, including a strong resonance near 6000 family of spectral envelopes to capture the response of
Hz. Note that spectral envelopes provide a good means a trumpet across its full pitch and dynamic ranges. It
of describing persistent spectral features, such as the also proposes to represent the instrument's time-varying
gradual downward slope, the valley at 5000 Hz, and the response, including attack and decay. We compute the
strong resonance near 6000 Hz exhibited by both curves spectral envelopes by averaging 10 groups of similar-
in Fig. 3. A single spectral envelope could represent centroid spectra from a training set of trumpet tones
both curves with reasonable accuracy, performed at various dynamic levels. Time-variant spec-

In some pioneering work Luce and Clark [6] derived tra are then synthesized from these spectral envelopes
steady-state spectral envelopes for the dynamics pp, mf, by sampling them at harmonic frequencies of the desired
andfffor various brass instruments, including the trum- fundamental and by matching the output spectra to
pet. They took their data from a large number of pitches, achieve the time-varying centroid, rms amplitude, and
although they were limited to 11 harmonics per note. fundamental frequency of a prototype sound. This sec-
Since their model does not include a specification of tion describes the derivation of the spectral envelope
the time-variant behavior of the spectra,-it has limited model and its verification through additive synthesis.
usefulness for synthesis. However, Slaymaker [7], [8]
has used impulse responses derived from single spectral 1.1 Spectral Envelope Modeling

envelopes [9] to synthesize a number of musical instru- We construct several spectral envelopes by computing
ments over wide pitch ranges, average spectral responses of the instrument correspond
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Fig. 1. (a) Low-centroid spectrum. (b) High-centroid spectrum. -
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ing to different ranges of centroid values. For example, to the trumpet's peak steady-state response, when the
one spectral envelope corresponds to the response of the centroid value is at its maximum. This model therefore
instrument at low centroid values, which occur during assumes that the spectral response of the instrument
its attack and final decay, while another corresponds changes strictly as a function of its centroid. Instruments
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Fig. 2. Pairs of spectra having centroids 500 Hz (top pair from times 0.68 and 4.12), 1000 Hz (middle pair from times 1.29
and 3.24), and 1500 Hz (bottom pair from times 1.65 and 3.04) taken from 588-Hz trumpet tone.
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- --Jwith well-defined formant characteristics like the trum- centroid subrange, we first normalize the individual

pet often exhibit this property, and we can use this to spectra by their peak component amplitudes, so that they
build an efficient trumpet model, all contribute equally to the averages. Then we accumu-

Fig. 5 shows an overview of the spectral envelope late the individual spectral component amplitudes into
derivation procedure. Some standard preliminary steps their proper centroid and frequency bins, while incre-
precede actual construction of the spectral envelopes, menting a counter for each bin. The component's fre-
After selecting a group of trumpet tones as the spectral quency and the centroid of the spectrum to which it

envelope "training set," we use a pitch-synchronous belongs determine the bin that receives the component's
short-time Fourier transform programs to analyze these amplitude. Finally, after accumulating all of the normal-
tones [10]. The training set is comprised of 15 trumpet ized component amplitudes (from 15 tones) in the vari-

tones ranging from 175 to 700 Hz, each swelling from ous bins, we compute the average amplitude for each
pp toff and back down again. These tones represent the bin by dividing its accumulated value by the value of
full pitch and dynamic range of the instrument. The its bin counter. In our analysis the number of compo-
resulting time-varying data contain spectra with nents per bin ranged from 0 to over 50 000 points. The
centroids ranging from approximately 100 to 2000 Hz. rare occurrences of zero were eliminated by interpolation

Construction of the spectral envelopes requires a sub- or extrapolation.

division of the centroid and frequency ranges of the Fig. 6 shows the 10 spectral envelopes we found by
instrument into discrete subranges. We implement this this procedure based on our training set of trumpet tones.
subdivision by means of a two-dimensional array of The spectral envelopes have a relatively small spread up
centroid versus critical-band frequency "bins." to a peak at about 700 Hz, but beyond that point they

For the frequency dimension we divide the range of exhibit a variable cutoff frequency, with the highest
100 to 11 000 Hz into 23 critical bands as recursively centroid envelope having the highest cutoff. Also, the
defined by Zwicker and Terhardt [11], highest centroid envelopes exhibit a pronounced formant

near 6000 Hz. Note that the lowest centroid spectral

fnai. =fn-l_. -1- 25 + 75(1 + 1.4fn2_l=) °'69 (3) envelope is based on spectra whose centroids are less
than 10% of the peak centroid value. Since dramatic

where f,u is the minimum frequency of the nth band. centroid changes occur during the attacks and decays of
Each spectral component of a sound is assigned a critical sounds, the model naturally represents these important
band according to its frequency. For example, the third transients quite well.
harmonic of a 400-Hz fundamental (1200 Hz) would be
assigned to critical band 9 because this band ranges from 1.2 Verification of Spectral Envelope Model
1059 to 1228 Hz. By using critical bands, we maintain through Additive Synthesis
adequate perceptual frequency resolution while signifi- We can use additive synthesis to verify the spectral
cantly reducing the 100 or more frequency bands that envelope model and its assumption that centroid and
would be needed for a sufficient linear resolution, spectral shape are strong correlates. Fig. 7 shows the

For the centroid dimension we divide the range of 0 main steps of our additive synthesis procedure. After
to 2000 Hz into 10 uniformly spaced subranges, each finding the spectral envelopes, we synthesize a particular
corresponding to one of the spectral envelopes. Each trumpet tone (not necessarily one from the training set)
spectral component is assigned to a centroid subrange by using its time-varying spectral centroid, rms ampli-
according to the centroid of the spectrum to which it rude, and fundamental frequency functions (Fig. 8) to
belongs. For example, a 1200-Hz component of a Spec- control the model. These acoustic-based control func-
trum whose centroid is 900 Hz would be assigned to the tions contribute much of the natural nuance of the origi-
no. 9 critical band and the no. 5 frequency bin. nal tone to the synthetic sound. Alternatively, and if

To calculate the average spectral envelope for each desired, ad hoc control functions can be substituted to
control the model.
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Fig. 5. Overview of spectral envelope computation, centroid subranges computed for trumpet.
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The time-varying spectral centroid functionfcg(t) con- function fl(t) used to determine the tone's frequency
trols the selection of the appropriate spectral envelope variation.
pair at each time point. The selection can be made either To speed up the computation, we can convert the sam-
by precalibrating the spectral envelopes for the pitch pled spectra corresponding to the spectral envelopes into
being generated or by just using the "expected centroid fixed way(tables using static additive synthesis. Time-
value" of each spectral envelope. Precalibration involves varying additive synthesis is replaced by interpolation
sampling all of the spectral envelopes at the synthetic between wavetables. As long as the spectrum compo-
tone's harmonic frequencies and computing the nents have harmonic frequencies, the harmonic phases
centroids according to Eq. (1). Then the two spectral are consistent, and the same frequency control function
envelopes whose centroids straddle the centroid func- is used for each table, multiple wavetable synthesis is
tion's value are selected. However, the expected perfectly equivalent to additive synthesis [12].
centroid values for the spectral envelopes of Fig. 6 are To test the quality of the sounds produced by this
100, 300, 500 ..... 1900. Under this assumption, the method, we have conducted formal listening tests with
spectral envelope pair can be chosen using a simple musically trained listeners. Our results showed that lis-
linear formula, a faster method. Next, harmonic samples teners were able to detect differences between original
from the two spectral envelopes chosen are interpolated, and synthetic tones presented in AB fashion (with AA as
Once this synthetic harmonic spectrum has been deter- a control) only about half of the time. While there is
mined, we measure its rms amplitude and scale the indi- room for improvement, the sounds were demonstrated
vidual components to match the amplitude rms(t) of the to be of high quality.
control function. Time-varying additive synthesis then

proceeds in the usual fashion with the frequency control 2 WAVETABLE AND FILTER MODELING

The additive synthesis spectral envelope model suffers
ORIGINAL fNOT NECESSARILY A TONE
SOUND [ FROM TRETRAININGSET J -from taking as long to compute as standard additive

_( synthesis. The multiple wavetable equivalent method
STFT TIME-VARIANT[ speeds up the computation but does not work if the fun-

ANALYSISSPECTRUM )'_l COMPUTE damental frequency changes by a large amount during

f _ _ _ a sound, as all of the w avetables should change as the
ANALYSIS fcg(t) RMS(t) fl(t) pitch changes. The wavetable and filter model we de-

FREQUENCY .. scribe here has neither of these inherent limitations, and
_( · it results in greater data reduction.

GRABATHARMONIcsSPECTRUM/"'LSPECTRALENVELOPE 2.1 Wavetable and Filter Approximation of

_, Spectral EnvelopesSPECTRALENVELOPE After finding the spectral envelopes, we can approxi-

<' mate them witha sourceand filtermodel.For a second-
SCALE SPRECTRUM DATA

TOMATCHRMS order analog low-pass filter, 10 sets of parameters are

_( computed so that the corresponding filter responses ap-

ADDITIVE 4[ proximate the 10 spectral envelopes (shown in Fig. 6)
SYNTHESIS normalized by the highest centroid spectral envelope,

as illustrated in Fig. 9. The highest centroid filter re-
sponseis thereforeideallyflat, whereasthe other re-SYNTHETIC

SOUND sponses should approximate the low-pass shapes of the

Fig. 7. Dynamic spectral envelope additive synthesis corresponding modified spectral envelopes. Hence the
procedure, shapes of the larger centroid normalized envelopes be-
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come much simpler than the corresponding nonnormal- than the cutoff frequency. In addition, for each fc and
ized envelopes, allowing us to approximate them with ft combination, we tested all values of b0 between 0
a simple second-order filter structure. (We would need and 1 in steps of .01. Therefore we tested 100 x 23 x
a much higher order structure if we tried to approximate 23/2 = 26 450 combinations of b0, fc, and ft and kept
the nonnormalized spectral envelopes, where the source the set that gave the best match to a particular spectral
would be a pulse waveform with a flat spectrum, to envelope. For each combination, b 1 and b E were calcu-
achieve the same quality of approximation.) The result lated using
is a centroid-programmable low-pass filter, which needs
to be computed only once. So for the synthesis model (100 - bo)f 2 - (2 - bo)f2t
we only need to store the filter parameters corresponding b2 = 2 2 2ft fc(ft -- f2) (5a)
to the 10 centroid values.

Computation of the parameters of an analog (that and
is, sample-rate independent) filter begins with a basic

second-order analog filter response function, 2 - bo - b2f 4

bl = f2 (5b)G

_(s) = (1 + 2_S/fr + (S/fr) 2 (4a) and then R(f) was evaluated at a number of frequencies
to determine the best match to the original data.where G is the low-frequency gain, fr is the undamped

The best match was determined by finding bo, fc, andresonance frequency, and _ is the damping factor. _ must
be greater than zero for the filter to be realizable and ft, which minimized the fitness function
greater than 1_/2 ----0.7071 if one wishes to avoid a

23 IAM(f,) R(f,) - Am(f,) I
response maximum, fitneSSm = _'_ W(Am(f,))

The actual filter (magnitude) frequency response is .=1 Am(f,)
calculated by substituting s <--jf and taking the com- (6a)
plex magnitude,

where Am(f,) is the amplitude of the mth spectral enve-
G lope, AM(f,) is the amplitude of the highest centroid

R(f) = (4b)
• X/1 + 2(242 - 1)(f/fr) 2 + (f/fr) 4 spectral envelope, and R(f,,) is the filter response, each

sampled at the center of the nth critical band given by

which can be rewritten as f. = 0.5(f..i. + f.+l..o), f...o being the band minimum
frequency, given recursively by Eq. (3), and w an empir-

1 icallyderivedweightfunction,givenbyR(f) = (4c)
_v/bo + blf 2 + bzf 4

18

In order to cover a broad frequency range we at- w(a,.(f.)) = 17 + [1 - 2 logz(a,.(f.))] 2 " (6b)
tempted to match the filter at three points of its response,

namely, its b0 value, which is inversely related to the Basically, we designed Eq. (6a) to minimize the sum of
low-frequency gain, its cutoff frequencyf_, where R(f_) the absolute relative errors in the output spectrum at
= 1/_'2 _ 0.7071, and its threshold frequencyft, where each of the critical-band frequencies. In addition, we

R(fc) = 0.1. We found these by a quick enumerative designed Eq. (6b) in an effort to achieve more psycho-
search. The center frequencies of all of the 23 critical acoustically optimum fits between the original spectral
bands were tested as possible values off_ and ft, with envelopes and those generated by the wavetable-filter
the restriction that the threshold frequency be higher combination. Note that 0 < Am(f.) <_ 1.0 so that

w(Am(f,)) takes on small values when Am(f,) is small;
however, when Am(f,) = 1, wAm(f,)) = 1.

Further, to satisfy the realizability criterion and avoid
100 -"--'-=_'_--_..=_;_- a response maximum as mentioned, we needed b0, b_,

"_z_E_'_-_-_:-:: ....... and b2 to be positive.
"....... "- '.. Once the filter coefficients bo, b_, and b 2 were com-

'- " , ". .... '" ""-: puted, we verified the filter responses for each centroidCentroidlndexValue % q, ", "'...".... _,_,_._
...........0-200 :........".."• "" .... ,"',.........,_'
..... 200-400 ... •..... :._..._._., subrange by plotting Eq. (4c). Fig. 10 shows the 10 filter

i 10 -2 ...... 400-600 ""- ' ",:.'_" '...........6oo-aoo ..... responses that were matched to the modified spectral
..... 800-1000

...... _ooo-120o envelopes of Fig. 9 using this method. The accuracy of........... 1200-1400

10....... ...... 1600-18001400-1600 matching these spectral envelopes is limited because of
,800-200o the inherent response of a second-order low-pass filter,

10"4102 103 104 which decreases monotonically above its cutoff fre-
frequency(Hz) quency. For example, we could not expect to match the

Fig. 9. Dynamic spectral envelopes of Fig. 6 after normaliza- increasing regions near 10 000 Hz on the low-centroid
tion by highest centroid spectral envelope, curves. However, the slopes of the filter curves match
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respectably for frequencies in the vicinity of 1000 Hz. velope. (Another possibility, which we have not tried
While the 10 low-pass filter responses are fixed for yet, would be to convert the highest centroid spectral

synthesis, the source waveform varies with pitch. For envelope into an impulse response by taking its inverse
a particular synthesis frequency, the source signal is Fourier transform and then to use the overlapped
provided by a fixed wavetable whose waveform is gener- impulse-response synthesis method [8]. Although this
ated by additive synthesis of harmonics sampled from method would increase the synthesis computation, its
the highest centroid spectral envelope. Fig. ll(a)shows advantage is that it would automatically handle large
the spectral envelope from which source spectra are sam- changes of pitch without requiring changes of the source
pied. Theoretically a different spectrum and equivalent waveform.) Multiplication of the source spectrum (for a
waveform would be needed for each pitch. Fig. 11(b) particular pitch) with the filter response (for a particular
shows a typical source spectrum extracted from this en- centroid control function), together with rms amplitude

matching, should closely match the spectra obtained by
the spectral envelope additive synthesis method de-

lOo scribed in Section 1.2.
Note that the source spectral envelope includes the

= trumpet'sformantat 6000Hzaswellasotherinteresting.-_= 10-1

E I CentroidIndexValue spectral features. Therefore the variable filter only needs
/................200-400°2°° to provide smooth approximations to the rolloffs of the

10 -2 ..... 400-600..........60_800 spectral envelopes, while the source spectrum picks up
o ..... 8OO-lOOO

..... 100o.120o the individual spectral nuances common to most of the.......... 1200-1400

1°3 .......... 160o-18oo14°°-16°° spectral envelopes. The lowest centroid responses are
1B0o.20oo the most poorly matched, but since the errors occur in

1°_ 10_ lO3 10' very low-amplitude spectra, they are the least likely to
frequency(Hz) have any perceptual impact.

Fig. 10. Low-pass filter responses designed to match modified Fig. 12 shows the final spectral envelope family which
spectralenvelopesof Fig. 9. effectively results from wavetable and filter synthesis of

the trumpet. It is obtained by multiplying the source

soureespeetrum spectral envelope of Fig. 1l(a) by the low-pass family
of Fig. 10. Fig. 13 summarizes the sequence of steps

1°° _/__ used for wavetable and filter approximation of the dy-

v namic spectral envelopes.

__ 2.2 Wavetable and Filter Synthesis
Fig. 14 outlinesthe wavetableand filtersynthesis

10-' procedure. Synthesis uses the same centroid, rms, and
fundamentalfrequencycontrolfunctionsasis usedwith
the additive synthesis model. Here the frequency control
function gives the wavetable's sampling increment,
whereas the centroid control function translates into an

, appropriate set of second-order digital filter coefficients
1°2 ld 103 10' (which are interpolated for accuracy), and the rms func-

frequancy(Hz)

(a) tion again controls the amplitude scaling of the output
signal. We use the centroid, rms, and frequency func-

1.0 tionsof the tonewe wishto match(whichmayor may
0.9

0.8

0.7

0., 100

,.4 _ 10 -1
¢=

0.3 _N
,.2 _ 10 -2

,.1 .111111 °_

, ....... 1. .........
harmonicnumber i " _ """:_i

(b) 10_' 102 103 104

Fig. 11. (a) Spectral envelope used to derive source spectra fr_ency(Hz)
for wavetable waveform. (b) Typical source spectrum ex- Fig. 12. Final spectral envelope family, an approximation of
tracted fromsource spectralenvelope, familyof Fig. 6.
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not be one from the original training set) and normalize recursion formula
the output of the wavetable and filter so that it matches
thermsfunctionexactly. 1

Central to the synthesis algorithm is the digital low- y, = _ (x,, + 2x,, , + Xn_2) -- dly n_ 1 -- d2Y,,-i

pass filter,whichwehave implementedas a recursion (10a)
formula for a second-order IFR filter,

with coefficients defined as

Yn = CoXn+ ClXn-I + C2Xn-2 -- dlyn-1 - d2yn-l"

P = fx cot (lOb)

The coefficients Co, cl, c2, dl, and dE must be chosen
so that the frequency response of this filter closely l

matches the analog filter characteristic R(f) given by v0 = X/_0), v I = _/bl + 2 Vbob2p, v2 = V_2p 2Eq. (4c). The coefficients depend on the analog filter
parameters b0, b1, and b2 as well as on the sample fre- (10c)
quencyfs. Fortunately it is easy to convert from an ana-
log filter definition to a digital form using the standard do = v° + vl + v2 (10d)

bilinear transform [13]. To accomplish this, we convert 2(v0 - v2)
R(f) back to _R(s) to get d 1 - (10e)

do
1

fit(s)= (8)
d2 _ Vo - vl + v2 (10f)/

X/_o+ Jbl + 2bV_ob_s+ X_2 s2
do

_f

Since the output is scaled to achieve the proper rms
Then we make the substitution amplitude anyway, there really is no need for the I/d o

multiplier in Eq. (10a). Actually, we store 10 sets of

'
\ "3",/ 1 + z -l (9) the digital filter coefficients as defined by Eq. (10b-f),

s
and the exact coefficient values used for each synthesis
frame are determined by interpolation between the stored

where fx is some fixed frequency corresponding to the values according to the centroid control function.
middle of the trumpet's range (we use Bb 4 = 466 Hz), To match the rms amplitude and centroid control func-
fs is the sample frequency, and z-_ is the z transform tions on each frame we need to be able to predict these
unit delay operator. This transformation has the virtue values as they would be produced by the low-pass filter
of preserving the response forf = 0 andf = f,, whereas at its various settings. This requires an evaluation of the
the response atf = oois mapped intof = fs/2 (the half frequency response for the pitch of the particular tone
sample frequency). This leads to the IIR digital filter being synthesized. Given the digital filter coefficients,

mm

N_

theoretical spectral

envelope of source

''>,iLl-,i 1-fi]
wavetable spectrum

wavetable-f'dter

2nd.order spectral envelope

f'dters approximation

Fig. 13. Wavetableand filterapproximationof spectralenvelopes. Examplesourcewavetable uses 175-Hz fundamentalfrequency.
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we compute this response using

1 X,/[1 + 2cos(to) + cos(2to)] 2 + [2 sin(to) + sin(2to)] 2 (11)
R'(f) = dooX/[1 + d I cos(to) + d2cos(2to)] 2 + [dt sin(to) + d 2sin(2to)] 2

where to = 2_rf/f,. This response is then sampled at
the harmonics of the fundamental frequency used for for the output of the filter,
synthesis to give the synthetic harmonic amplitudes

rms(t) (13)
a_ = aM(kfa) R'(kfa) . (12) ampscale(t) rms'(t) "

The synthetic centroid and rms amplitude outputs are However, the time-varying filter coefficients and amp-
then computed using Eqs. (1) and (2). Note again that scale only need to be computed once per frame (control
the response R'(f) varies with the centroid value because rate), which occurs at a considerably slower rate than
the digital filter coefficients vary according to the the sample rate. For accuracy, these parameters can be

centroid. Thus the syntheticf'cg and rms' are computed interpolated linearly for each sample output.
for each spectral envelope. Then to match a desired The total computation amounts to a small number of
centroid value, it is a matter of finding the two spectral memory accesses and arithmetic operations per sample,
envelopes whose centroids straddle this value and then giving about a factor-of-10 improvement in computa-
interpolating the filter coefficients accordingly. Alterna- tional efficiency over additive synthesis. Fig. 15 summa-
tively we can use the "expected values" of the filter's rizes the complete modeling, approximation, and syn-
centroids, as discussed in Section 1.2. To match the rms thesis procedure.

amplitude, we simply compute an amplitude multiplier 2.3 Additional Considerations for Practical

Implementation

One especially useful feature of the wavetable and
WAVETABLE "_ fl(0 filter approximation is that it can use the same set of

filters for all fundamental frequencies. What about the

y wavetable? Do we need a different wavetable for each
fundamental frequency since we sample the spectral en-

FILTER • fcg(O velopes at harmonics of this frequency to construct the
source wavetable? Theoretically, the answer is "yes."

y However, do sampling synthesizers use a different sam-
ple for each fundamental frequency of their sampled

SCALE SPRECTRUM• RMS(t) instrument sounds? No, they use two to four samples
TOMATCHRMS for each octave and interpolate the notes in between.

y The same applies here: we can use five wavetables at
SYNTHETIC fundamental frequencies Bb 3, F4, Bb4, F5, and Bb 5 to

SOUND represent the full range of the trumpet and interpolate
Fig. 14. Wavetable and filtersynthesis procedure, the notes in between. The wavetable and filter Csound

fundamental frequency controlling centroid, RMS, and
for resynthesis fundamental frequency functions

tmSetm_t envelope 10 spe.ctral ___J sourceJ'filter wavetable and resynthesized

modelling envelopes modelling 10filters _._ resynthesis I r tone

Fig. 15. Overview of wavetable and filter spectral envelope modeling and synthesis.
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instrument given in the Appendix uses this technique, spectra matched with wavetable and filter synthesis. The
Centroid, rms amplitude, and frequency time-varying wavetable and filter synthetic tones definitely sound

functions measured from acoustic sounds are quite com- like trumpets, though they lack some of the detailed
plex. The microvariations and the variety of shapes of characteristics of the original tones. The low-register
these parameters contribute much to the liveliness of the synthetic tones (such as in Fig. 17) often sound
resulting synthetic sounds. However, for a practical syn- "stronger" than the corresponding original tones because
thesis instrument, we needed to construct prototype control they do not have the spectral irregularities of the origi-
function shapes based on piecewise linear approximations, nals. On the other hand, the time-variation nuances of

Fig. 16 shows graphs of the three control functions used the controlling frequency, rms, and spectral centroid
for the Csound instrument, comparable to those of Fig. functions do introduce cues that the synthetic sounds are
8. Microvariations are restored by the addition of low- "live," even though some of the spectral details have
frequency noise with a bandwidth of 7 Hz. been lost.

It is not necessary that the three control functions be

3 RESULTS taken from tones used in the analysis training set. The
nontraining-set match shown in Fig. 19 also looks and

Figs. 17 and 18 show the time-varying spectra for two sounds good, proving the effectiveness of the wavetable

midrange trumpet tones, along with the corresponding and filter model at capturing the essence of the trumpet's
spectral behavior.

11 In order to compare the accuracy of the more general
lo _ dynamic spectral envelope synthesis method with that
9 /_ _ of the wavetable and filter method, we can measure each

8 _ of their "relative errors" with respect to the original

15

| _ time-varyingspectra.Therelativeerrorcanbemeasured
6 as a function of time and is given by

'" /_.,_l [ak(')- aj(t)]2_
3- _(t) = (14)2- _ [ _,_1 a2(t) J
1

0
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 12 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2 2.4 2.6 2.8 3.0

2000 t1800 ___ t lme kbb__ _

t,|

©.0

O_ ,
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 22 2.4 2.6 2.8 3.0 T ; II ! I s | c )

time

528

r 524 w1A
522

518 = 11:¢a
516

514 4.1

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2 2.4 2.6 2.8 3.0 o.o

lllllll¢l

Fig. 16. Centroid (mapped linearly to a scale of 0:10), rms Fig. 17. Time-varying spectra for original 262-Hz trumpet
amplitude, and fundamental frequency time-varying control tone and its wavetable and filter synthesis match. Original tone
functions for practical synthetic instrument, was in spectral envelope training set.
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__ where ak(t) is the original kth harmonic at time t and ak(t )

is the corresponding data-reduced harmonic amplitude.
Fig. 20 shows plots of relative error versus time for

the 262-, 588-, and 350-Hz trumpet tones. Each plot
compares the error for the spectral envelope additive
synthesis method, using the spectral envelopes of Fig.

,, 6, with that of the wavetable and filter method, which

i, _0.____ is based on the spectral envelopes of Fig. 12. It is inter-esting to note that on average the errors for the wavetable
and filter synthesis case are only slightly higher than

, ,, those for the dynamic spectral envelope synthesis case,
0, indicating that we have almost as good approximations

Tl|lqi|¢l

to the spectral envelopes. Sometimes the wavetable
and filter method has an even smaller error than does

the dynamic spectral envelope method (on which it is

based). Therefore we do not lose much accuracy with
the wavetable and filter approximation while gaining
considerably in computational efficiency.

4 CONCLUSIONS
I A

',, Spectral envelopes provide a good representation of
',"=, the spectral and dynamic behavior of the trumpet, and

s.i

*.e

Tx.|c||e)
1.O ,

Fig. 18. Time-varying spectra for original 588-Hz trumpet o.9[i [tone and its wavetable and filter synthesis match• Original tone 0.8 i __ wavetab_e-ti=pear=.... .rlopeerror..... 1was in spectral envelope training set.

0.7
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_ 0.5 .-

O.4 "_ •';

O.2 : _

0.1

0
O 1 2 3 4

1.0

0.40.g _ ,/_1

O.8

r ................j0.7 II:_¢tr=l envelopo error
O.6

fll|/l|¢) 0.2 "_' !1

0.1
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Wavet_Ne-|tlter error

O.7
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. 1 _ O.5
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/ _11 0"1
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Fig. 19. Time-varying spectra for original 350-Hz trumpet Fig. 20. Relative error versus time for two tones in training
tone and its wavetable and filter synthesis match. Original tone set [262 Hz (top), and 588 Hz (middle)], and one tone not in
was not in spectral envelope training set. training set [350 Hz (bottom)l.
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the wavetable and filter approximation is an efficient ;prototype rms curve (from ctpt03.pv.an)
means of using this representation. The wavetable and krms linseg0, .03 l*iattack, .02 l*iamp 1,
filter model produces high-quality synthesized trumpet .031*iattack, .028*iampl, .041*iattack, .21*iampl,
tones with only three time-varying control functions .01*iattack, .18*iampl, .017*iattack, .28*iampl,
--spectral centroid, rms amplitude, and fundamental .08*iattack, .4*iampl, .16*iattack, .44*iampl,
frequency. The Appendix gives a Csound implementa- .32*iattack, .7*iampl, .06*iattack, .714*iampl,
tion of the wavetable and filter instrument design. The .25*iattack, iampl, isustain, iamp2, .26*idecay,
wavetable and filter model should also work for other .075*iamp2, .18*idecay, .42*lamp2, .31*idecay,
acoustic instruments that have well-correlated centroids .109*iamp2, . 17*idecay, .0109*iamp2, .015*idecay,
and spectral shapes, especially the other brass and wind .007*lamp2, .01*idecay, .0047*iamp2, .02*idecay,
musical instruments. .0028*iamp2, .03*idecay, .0019*iamp2, .005*idecay,

0

APPENDIX krmsr randi .05*krms, 20, giseed
Csound IMPLEMENTATION OF WAVETABLE ; 5% nuances
AND. FILTER SYNTHESIS giseed = frac(giseed + 3.141592654)

krms = abs(rksm + krmsr)
A1 Csound Orchestra for Trumpet Synthesis display krms, p3
sr = 22050
kr = 2205 ; prototype pseudo-brightness curve

ksmps = 10 kbr linseg 0, .01 *iattack, .33*imaxbr,
nchnls -- 1 .1 *iattack, .48*imaxbr, .3*iattack,

.68*imaxbr, .4*iattack, .96*imaxbr, .l'attack 4-
giseed--5.5 .l*isustain, 1.0*imaxbr, .6*isustain, .94*imaxbr,

·********************************************* .3*isustain, .85*imaxbr, .26*idecay, .70*imaxbr,
instr 1 .21*idecay, .54*imaxbr, .21*idecay, .28*imaxbr,

ipchfreq = p4 .16*idecay, . 15*imaxbr, . 16*idecay, 0

iampl =p5 kbrrl randi 0.07*kbr, 20, giseed
iamp2=p6 ;7%nuances
imaxbr= p7 giseed= frac(giseed+ 3.141592654)

; kbrr2 rand 0.02*kbr, giseed
ifreq = cpspch(ipchfreq) ; 2% noise
iattack = 0.24'(1.1667 - . 1667*ifreq/261) kbrr2 = 0

; don't allow attack to be more than 30% of tone giseed = frac(giseed 4-3.141592654)
if iattack< 0.30'p3 igoto initl kbr = as(kbr 4- kbrrl 4- kbrr2)

iattack = 0.30'p3 display kbr, p3
initl: idecay=0.8 wl: if ipchfreq>8.01 goto w2
; don't allow decay to be more than 65% of tone iwt = 1

if idecay< 0.65'p3 igoto init2 goto wend
idecay = 0.65'p3 w2: if pichfreq> 8.0 goto w3

init2: isustain = p3 - iattack - decay iwt = 2

· if isustain != 0 igoto init3 ..... goto wend
isustain=.l*idecay w3: ' if ipchfreq > 9.01 goto w4
idecay=.9*idecay iwt = 3

init3: goto wend
kpct line 0.0, p3, 1.0 w4: if ipchfreq > 10.00 goto w5
ktime = kpct*p3 iwt = 4

kpt = kpct* 100 goto wend
w5: iwt = 5

; prototype dfr curve (from ctpt03.pv.an) wend: awt oscili krms, ifreq +kfreq, iwt, giseed

kfreq linseg - .015, iattack/2, - .004, giseed = frac(giseed 4-3.141592654)
iattack/2, .0, isustain, .0, idecay/2, .005,

idecay/2, .021 ; set filter parameters
kfreqrl randi. 0004, 10, giseed icut0 = 20

; 0.4% nuances mutl = 300

giseed = frac(giseed + 3.141592654) rout2 = 500
kfreqr2 rand .002, giseed icut3 = 825

; 0.2% noise icut4 = 975

giseed = frac(giseed + 3.141592654) icut5 = 1225
kfreq = (kfreq + kfreqrl + kfreqr2)*ifreq icut6 = 1525
displaykfreq,p3 rout7= 1925
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icut8 = 2450 f2 0 8193 10 0.574816 -0.875826 -0.702022
icut9 = 3000 0.782612 - 0.755986 - 0.785038 - 0.588679
icutlO = 4000 -0.544976 0.489619 -0.233817 0.233817

- O. 132038 - 0.072570 0.072570 - O.072570

. kw2 = frac(kbr) - O. 114808 - O.114808 - O.114808 0.059510
kw 1 = 1.0- kw2 - 0.059510 - 0.059510 0.049870 0.049870 0.049870

fl: if kbr > = 1 kgoto f2 -0.049870 -0.049870 0.013012 0.013012 0.013012
kcut = kwl*icutO + kw2*icutl

kgoto fend f3 0 8193 10 0.836273 0.702022 0.782612 -0.785038
f2: if kbr > = 2 kgoto f3 0.588679 0:544976 -0.489619 0.233817 O.132038

kcut = kwl*icutl -4-kw2*icut2 0.072570 - 0.072570 - O. 114808 - O. 114808

kgoto fend 0.059510 - 0.059510 0.049870 0.049870 - 0.049870
f3: if kbr >= 3 kgoto f4 -0.049870 -0.013012 -0.013012

kcut = kwl*icut2 + kw2*icut3

kgoto fend f4 0 8193 10 0.875826 0.782612 -0.785038 0.544976
f4: if kbr > = 4 kgoto f5 -0.233817 -0.132038 -0.072570 -0.114808

kcut = kwl*icut3 + kw2*icut4 -0.114808 0.059510

kgoto fend
f5: ifkbr >= 5 kgoto f6 f50 8193 100.8758260.782612 -0.5449760.233817

kcut = kwl*icut4 + kw2*icut5 - 0.132038 - 0.072570 - 0.022570

kgoto fend
f6: if kbr > = 6 kgoto f7 il 0 3.0 8.01 2000 1800 9

kcut = kwl*icut5 + kw2*icut6 il 2 3.0 7.08 2000 1800 9

kgoto fend il 2 3.0 9.01 2000 1800 9
f7: if kbr > = 7 kgoto f8 il 4 3.0 7.05 2000 1800 9

kcut = kwl*icut6 + kw2*icut7 il 4 3.0 8.08 2000 1800 9

kgoto fend il 4 3.0 9.00 2000 1800 9
f8: if kbr > = 8 kgoto f9 e

kcut = kwl*icut7 + kw2*icut8

kgoto fend 5 ACKNOWLEDGMENT
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